ABOUT THE MENTORING PROGRAM

The FAMU College of Law Mentoring Program seeks to assist law students with matriculating law school while connecting them with the legal and governmental community and shortening the curve for law students to be practicing attorneys. Through these efforts the program further aims to socialize law students to local practice customs and behaviors, impart professionalism and ethics, and share professional values and techniques of the profession.

Mentees must be a current full-time or part-time student at FAMU College of Law. A limited number of mentees will be selected to participate in the Mentoring Program on a first-come, first-served basis. Returning mentees are not guaranteed a slot in this year’s cycle, but may continue their interaction with a current mentor, where possible.

Mentors will be a practicing attorney or judge licensed to practice law; in good standing with the state bar with a minimum of 10 years experience in the field.

https://law.famu.edu/mentorship/

APPLICATIONS FOR THE FALL 2021 SEMESTER ARE NOW OPEN FOR ALL LAW STUDENTS.
DEADLINE TO APPLY: APRIL 8, 2021.

BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM

MENTORING

- Promotes legal, professional and ethical development
- Provides mentees with access to the legal community
- Shapes the future of the practice of law
- Personal satisfaction and growth
- Gives back and pays forward to the legal profession.

MENTORS & MENTEES

- Educate and learn from each other on legal related topics
- Help understand each other’s strengths and weaknesses
- Learn about the business of practicing law
- Network and access to legal community, for the present and future.